Collective housing in the Netherlands

Centraal Wonen Delft
www.cwdelft.nl
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Numbers
Built in 1980 - 1981
Design: 1975-1979 With participation of future inhabitants
Architect: Ir. Ph Krabbendam and the future inhabitants of the time
Owner: Housing corporation ‘Duwo’
Inhabitants ca 100 persons / 90 households
Rent: units from different sizes . 17 m2- 150 euro; 30 m2- 250 euro
Energy and water: 120 euro per person
Shared facilities
For the collective as a whole: a meeting room/café, a room for yoga and physiotherapy, a
workshop and a vegetable garden.
The project is divided in 4 clusters with: a laundry, storage room for bicycles, a workshop and
a garden, sometimes with a living room.
Clusters contain 2, 3 or 4 groups that have a kitchen, and sometimes a common living room.
Total private surface: 4700 m2
Total common surface: 1300 m2

Centraal Wonen Delft ground floor:
Darkest area: facilities for the whole project: meeting room/café; yoga/physio therapy and workshop
Lighter area: clusters with facilities for laundry, bicycle storage, workshop and garden
The squares represent the group kitchens, the rectangles represent the kitchens with a living room
The white area: private living rooms

Planning process /participation
In 1975 the initiative group organized a ‘planning week-end’. Here the possibilities were
discussed and with little foam blocks the first plans were made by the future residents.

The ‘anarchists’
groups

Early subdivision in 3 clusters and 12

From the talks and foam plans one of the residents, Philip Krabbendam, who was an
architect, derived the first lay out, that consisted of three clusters.

The first lay out of the project. Red: facilities for the whole, orange: for the clusters, yellow:
for the groups, green: private space.

Real scale model
In ’79 we built a real scale model of parts of the project at Faculty of Architecture in Delft. To
help future inhabitants to choose from different sizes and possibilities.

Real scale model at the faculty of Architecture in Delft

Colours
When the group consisted of about 75 people we decided to divide it in four, according to
the four parts of the plan, the ‘clusters’. We hired a bar for one evening. On a table we had
put little flags of 4 colours. During the evening, when we talked and had fun, everyone could
choose a little coloured flag and pin it up on their clothes. When you liked the people that
had pinned up a red flag, you could join them by doing the same. If you thought later that
you liked the ‘green’ people more, you simply changed your red flag for a green one. This
resulted in four cluster groups that were from now on named after their colour.

Now each cluster groups could plan and develop their own part of the building. This explains
the irregularities. Some rooms are enlarged while others are not, sometimes there is no
attic, sometimes there is and group kitchens can be square or rectangular
The façade
We got used to the fact that the cluster groups were named after a colour and so we
decided to put the same colours on the four clusters of the building. So each cluster has its
own colour.

The ‘red’ cluster

In the beginning we thought that everybody would adept the façade to their own needs and
taste. This never happened, the plan was rented and residents were not involved that much.
So the plan never developed like we expected once.

What the façade might look like, when it would be adjusted to needs and taste of the
residents

Sequence of social levels
When we started the planning, we wanted to avoid isolation of the household. That is why
we integrated different households (families, singles and pairs, older and younger people) in
groups. But also groups need a context and should not be isolated, and that is why we
invented the cluster. These clusters would be integrated in the context of the project. To
prevent isolation of the project we situated the facilities for the project in the central place,
but open to the outside world, so that people from the neighbourhood could easily enter
these facilities. So we defined a life-style avant la letter.
To prevent households, especially families, from isolation we did not design family units.
Here we were quite radical, families could rent more than one unit, so they could have a
living room, children rooms and a parents room, but they would mix with other group
members and share facilities like bathrooms and kitchenettes.

The design was an experiment. But until now inhabitants seem to be quite happy with the
design. Although we don’t have many families, which may well be caused by the radical set
up of the experiment.
Dr Ir Ph Krabbendam
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